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2018 CAPTASA Conference Weekend Schedule
Thursday, January 25
8:00-9:00pm

Open 12-Step Meeting

7:00-8:15am
8:15-8:30am
8:30-9:20am
9:30-10:20am
10:30-11:20am

5:00-5:15pm
5:15-6:45pm
6:45-7:45pm
7:45-8:00pm
8:00-9:00pm

Registration and Continental Breakfast
Welcome and Announcements – Brian Fingerson, BS Pharm, RPh, FAPHA
Disease of Addiction – Greg L. Jones, MD, ABFM, ABAM, MRO
Collaborative Approaches for Substance Abuse – Claude Drouet, LCSW
It’s a Family Affair: The Dynamics of Addiction/Recovery Within the Family System –
Marta Miranda-Straub, LCSW
Q&A
Lunch
The Role and Structure of Transition Programs in Addiction Recovery – Russ 		
Read, MA, CARES and Mike Dever, CARC
Medical THC: Risk and Benefits – Scott AlanTeitlebaum,MD
Break
Psychiatric Disorders in Addiction - Chris Stewart, MD, FASAM, DFAPA
“Too Much, Too Little, Too Late”: A Critical Review of the Literature and Language
Used to Justify Buprenorphine as a Replacement Opioid in Outpatient Polysub-		
stance Addicted Patients - Quintin Thomas Chipley, MA, MD, PhD and Greg L. 		
Jones, MD, ABFM, ABAM, MRO
Q&A
Break
Conference Banquet
Break
Banquet Speaker – Vanessa D.

9:10pm

Open AA Meeting Al-Anon Meeting

6:30-7:30am
7:30am
8:15-9:05am

Closed AA Meeting
Continental Breakfast
TwelveStep Abstinence Based Communities Extremely Successful as Noted in 		
Recovery Kentucky Blueprint Study – Mike Townsend, MSSW
Pitfalls to and in Recovery - Burns M. Brady, MD, FASAM, FAACP
Break
Geriatric Addiction – Carmel Person, MD
Trends in Drug Use and Addiction – Heather Gibson, LCADC
Q&A
Drawing for Door Prizes (must be present to win)
Lunch
Internet Gaming Addiction in Teens – Todd Love, PsyD, JD,LPC
Pornography Addiction Evaluation and Treatment - Todd Love, PsyD, JD,LPC

Friday, January 26

11:20-11:35am
11:35-1:00pm
1:00-1:50pm
2:00-2:50pm
2:50-3:10pm
3:10-4:00pm
4:10-5:00pm

Saturday, January 27

9:15-10:05am
10:05-10:30am
10:30-11:20am
11:30-12:20pm
12:20-12:30pm
12:30
12:35-1:40pm
1:40-2:30pm
2:40-3:30pm

CAPTASA Annual Conference
Target Audience

Attendees will include physicians, nurses, pharmacists, dentists, chemical dependency counselors, psychologists, therapists,
social workers, employee assistance professionals and other health care providers, as well as recovering professionals.
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Participants will be able to identify the signs and symptoms of Alcoholism and Drug Addiction
Participants will be able to use a one question screening tool for Addiction
Participants will be able to describe a set of diagnostic criteria for Addiction that works
Participants will be able to use Collaboration with Identified Client/Patient to promote more effective substance use assessment
Participants will be able to address Inherent Defensiveness in the Assessment Process to Maximize the possibility of accurate diagnosis and
recommendations
Participants will be able to encourage the Assessor to have enhanced confidence in discussing substance use with identified individual seeking
assessment
Participants will be able to identify the dynamics of Addiction/Recovery within a Systems Perspective
Participants will learn the family factors that increase the risks of addictions and that promote long term recovery
Participants will learn strategies that facilitate systems change when working with families in recovery
Participants will increase their understanding of the current research on addiction/recovery
Participants will learn that addiction is a chronic disease that must be treated through the entire continuum of care
Participants will learn the continuum of care from assessment through independent living in long term recovery
Participants will learn that using an abstinence based, 12 step solution in a peer driven structure increases the possibilities of long term recovery
Participants will be able to discuss the history of medicinal use of marijuana and the current and psychosocial climate surrounding the use of
medical marijuana
Participants will be able to discuss and identify various components on the marijuana plant and their known hypothesized mechanisms of action
Participants will be able to discuss the current evidence available for the use of medical marijuana in identified disorders
Participants will be able to define the terms dual diagnosis, co-occurring disorders and understand the historical context of these ideas and
where we are today
Participants will be able to understand common ideas encountered about patients with this problem in various medical/treatment settings versus
facts
Participants will be able to discuss common mental health problems in the addiction treatment setting and how the approach has evolved
Participants will review the approach taken in addiction psychiatry with patients who present for treatment
Participants will be able to discuss the history of 12 step recovery with dual diagnosis, and experience with AA's impact on persons with severe
mental illness and addiction
Participants will be able to describe the three major weaknesses of the seminal Jasinski et al 1978 study of buprenorphine: a. only 3 subjects
of 5 completed the study and that very few subjects could be enrolled because the Addiction Research Center in Lexington, Ky was being shut
down at the time with no access to new prisoner subjects. b. Researchers chose two inadequate procedures with which to test for physical
dependence. c. Summary conclusions in the article state low-abuse potential despite subject self-reports of experiencing strong euphoria
Participants will be able to describe how a NIDA 1992 monograph: a) presumed buprenorphine to be used as a step-down opioid with goal of
abstinence and 2) did not have the information gained in the mid 1990’s that demonstrated the ceiling effect on euphoria to be much above the
standard treatment doses
Participants will be able to describe the transition across time of the target-goals of buprenorphine MAT: from a) short-term detoxification agent
within the purely-opiate addicted population, to b) medium-length replacement therapy with a target of abstinence from it and all drugs of reward
to c) indefinite length (suggested lifetime use) medication replacement therapy with no expectation of abstinence from all drugs of reward and
with social-ills harms reduction as the justification for use in polysubstance addicted
Participants will be able to cite the flaws in comparing lifetime buprenorphine replacement practice for addiction with lifetime medications used to
treat diabetes
Participants will be able to understand the historical perspective of the Recovery Kentucky program
Participants will be able to understand how the Recovery Kentucky supportive housing model, promotes long term recovery from addiction
Participants will be able to understand the behavioral outcomes of clients completing Recovery Kentucky's long term recovery program
Participants will be able to learn the range of inpatient and outpatient evaluations.
Participants will be able to learn the range of treatment options: outpatient, short term residential, long term residential
Participants will be able to learn aftercare options: transitional, support group, MAT where appropriate
Participants will be able to identify the prevalence of alcohol abuse in the elderly.
Participants will be able to identify risks factors for alcoholism in the geriatric population.
Participants will be able to identify alcohol related co-morbidities frequently seen in the post acute setting in elderly patients.
Participants will be able to identify assessment tools to screen alcohol abuse in the elderly.
Participants will be able to identify short term medical management as well as potential treatment options for the elderly patient suffering from
alcoholism.
Participants will be able to identify up and coming drugs
Participants will be able to understand why ebb and flow in use
Participants will learn drugs of abuse statisics
Participants will be able to identify adaptive vs problematic uses of internet gaming
Participants will be able to list recovery options for internet gaming disorder
Participants will be able to list other addictive behaviors often found co-occurring with internet gaming disorder
Participants will be able to identify adaptive vs problematic uses of internet pornography
Participants will be able to list the recovery options for problematic internet pornography use
Participants will learn about other common consequences of problematic internet pornography use beyond the realm of addiction

Faculty
Burns M. Brady, MD, ASAM, FASAM,
ABFP, FAAFP

Dr. Burns M. Brady is a 1964 graduate of the University of Louisville
Medical School and completed his internship and residency training
at St. Joseph's Infirmary in Louisville.
Dr. Brady is a member of numerous professional medical
organizations, including the local, state and national medical
associations, the American Academy of Family Practice and is a
Fellow of the American Society of Addiction Medicine. He is a Boardcertified family physician and a Board-certified addictionologist.
Dr. Brady is an addiction consultant for a 400-bed men and
women's homeless shelter, The Healing Place, which has been
recognized as one of the top five in the United States. He continues
to be a very active volunteer.
He served as a clinical instructor on alcoholism for the University of
Louisville, University of Kentucky, and Pikeville Schools of Medicine.
He also served as a consultant to the American Bar Association,
Kentucky Bar Association, Kentucky Dental Association and
Kentucky Nurses Association on issues of professional impairment.
Dr. Brady retired for the second time in 2011 as the Medical Director
of the Kentucky Physicians Health Foundation-Impaired Physicians
Program and has been named Medical Director Emeritus.
Dr. Brady has presented on various topics relating to impairment
issues on a local, state, national and international level.

Quinn T. Chipley, MA, MD, PhD

Dr. Chipley was born and raised in Memphis, Tennessee. He
has degrees from Rice University, Houston, Texas (B.A.-1978),
Southeastern Theological Seminary, Wake Forest, North Carolina
(M. Div. - 1984), University of Louisville, Clinical Psychology (M.A.1992) and University of Louisville, M.D. (2000). and University of
Louisville, Ph.D (2015), the last with the dissertation, "William
Faulkner and Alcoholism: Distilling Facts and Fictions."
Dr. Chipley also serves as the Counseling Coordinator for the
students enrolled in the medical, dental, nursing and graduate
schools of the University of Louisville at the Health Sciences Center
campus. He considers it the ideal position where he can practice
psychology against the background of a medical education. Prior
mental health profession work experiences have included Director
of Staff Development and Training, Central State Hospital ICF/
MR, Louisville, Kentucky, a brief stint in the psychiatry residency
of the University of Louisville affiliated hospitals, six years of fulltime private practice in psychology with Ragsdell and Associates,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Dr. Chipley’s other work opportunities in life have been so varied
as to include alumni fundraising for Rice University, three years of
teaching in Kenya, East Africa, and bookkeeping for a small Louisville
company. Volunteer passions have included active service and
board membership for both Alley Cat Advocates and the Drepung

Gomang Institute. He is a board member of the The Beacon House,
a transitional living facility for men in recovery, and he was pleased
and honored in 2007 to be invited to help with the CAPTASA planning
group, a service opportunity he still maintains and cherishes.

Mike Dever, CARC

Mike Dever is a native of Louisville, Kentucky.
After graduating from Waggener High School in 1967 he attended
the University of Louisville.
Mike was co-owner of Floridas Finest Realty, Fort. Myers. Florida.
He was assistant staff supervisor at the Healing Place from 2005 to
2009.
He was a recovery coach (P.A.R.C.) Huntington West Virginai from
2009 to 2012. Mike is currently a Certified Addiction Recovery
Coach (CARC) and director of the Talbot House Transitional Living,
Louisville Kentucky from 2012 to present.

Claude Drouet, LCSW

Claude Drouet is a native of Louisiana and has a B.A. in History
from LSU/Baton Rouge. He has a Masters of Divinity from Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary (1981) and a Masters of Social Work from
University of Louisville (1982). Claude has specialized his practice in
community-based mental health and has also worked extensively
with Employee Assistance Programs. He currently works with health
professionals dealing with substance use and Recovery issues. He is
a part-time instructor with the Kent School of Social Work, University
of Louisiville, teaching continuing education units in Ethics, Licensure,
Clinical Supervision and Diagnostics.

Heather N. Gibson, MSSW

Heather N. Gibson, M.S.S.W., is a Certified Social Worker who
is currently working toward the credential of Licensed Clinical Social
Worker. She is a fully Licensed Clinical Alcohol and Drug Counselor. Ms.
Gibson holds the B.A. from Murray State University and the M.S.S.W.
from the University of Louisville. Ms. Gibson has served since 2016 as
Director of Program Services for The Healing Place at both its men’s
and women’s campuses in Louisville, Kentucky. This job includes
supervision of the non-medical detoxification units, a responsibility that
makes her uniquely qualified to report on the data which the Healing
Place collects on current trends drug and alcohol use in this region of
Kentucky and Southern Indiana as discovered among clients. In both
training and employment, she demonstrates her dedication to assisting
people with the disease of addiction find abstinence-based recovery.

Greg Jones, MD

Dr. Jones has a BA in Chemistry from Huntingdon College in
Montgomery, Alabama. His medical degree is from the Medical
College of Georgia in Augusta, GA.
His Family Practice training was in Anniston, Alabama, where he

Faculty
also served on the faculty of the Residency until 1992. During his
years in Anniston, he was President of the Alabama Academy of
Family Physicians and the Director of the Residency program.
He moved to Paducah, Kentucky, working for Lourdes Hospital
and then to Danville, Kentucky, working for Ephraim McDowell in
Family Medicine.
After completing an Addiction Medicine Fellowship at Willingway
Hospital in Statesboro, Georgia, he returned to Kentucky to start the
first Medical Detox unit in eastern Kentucky at Pikeville Methodist
Hospital, serving as Medical Director.
From there he became the Director of Medical Services at Eastern
State Hospital in Lexington. His practice included full in-patient Family
Medicine and Addiction Medicine. While in Lexington he was also on
the Board of Directors of the Kentucky Physicians Health Foundation
and the Shepherd’s House in Lexington.
Dr. Jones returned to Willingway Hospital in 2010 as a Staff
Physician and remained there until late 2011. He then took the
position of Medical Director at the Kentucky Physicians Health
Foundation, where he remained until September 2016. He is
currently Associate Professor in the Department of Psychiatry
Division of Addiction Medicine at UF Health Florida Recovery Center
in Gainesville, Florida.
He is Board Certified in Family Medicine by ABFM and in Addiction
Medicine by ABAM.

Todd L. Love, PsyD, JD, LPC

Dr. Todd Love runs a mens counseling and coaching
practice with a focus on Behavioral Addictions, particularly
those tied to the Internet and/or sexuality. Dr. Love wrote his
dissertation on Internet Addiction and the DSM-5, and has coauthored multiple articles and book chapters on related topics.
Counseling is Dr. Love’s third career. Previously he was a DUI/
criminal defense attorney who made a career transition after
realizing that he enjoyed counseling his clients into treatment/
recovery more than lawyering for them. Dr. Love’s first career
was a 14 year tenure in the corporate information technology
field, and he considers this IT background to inform his interest
and expertise in Internet-related addictions.

								
Marta Maria Miranda-Straub, LCSW

Marta Maria Miranda-Straub, LCSW has 43 years of
experience in organizational and clinical social work practice.
Her clinical expertise is in mental health and substance abuse
with a focus on post-traumatic stress disorder and professional
impairment. She maintained a private clinical and consulting
practice for over 35 years, providing services in organizational
development, strategic planning, conflict management, cultural
competency and leadership development to both private and
public sector organizations. Marta was a pioneer in developing

impaired professional programs in Florida in conjunction with
the National Association of Social Workers. Before becoming
the President/CEO of The Center for Women and Families, in
2011,she was an associate professor of Social Work at Eastern
Kentucky University for 17years. While at EKU served as the
Chair of Women and Gender Studies and the interim Director of
Multicultural Student Affairs. Throughout her tenure, she taught,
published and consulted on the intersections of gender, race,
class and sexuality.
In addition to her professional credentials, Marta has been a
dedicated community organizer and activist working on social and
economic justice issues for more than three decades. Marta was
selected by The National Health Law Practice, which evaluates
programs for underserved populations across the country, to
receive a National Best Practice Program Development Award for
her design, implementation and evaluation of the EEO Language
Access Section of the Kentucky Cabinet for Health and Families
in compliance with Title X mandates. The Program was rated third
in the nation.
Marta has a long history of collaboration with the Kentucky
Coalition Against Domestic Violence and the Kentucky
Association of Sexual Assault Programs and was appointed to the
Kentucky Commission on Women by Governor Steve Beashear
in 2009. She was awarded The Sexual Assault (SAAMY) Award
from the Kentucky Association of Sexual Assault Programs for
her long-term commitment to the eradication of sexual assault
. She has been recognized by The Kentucky Alliance Against
Racist and Political Repression for her erasing racism work.
She was honored by Presentation Academy with the 2012 Torch
Award for Women in Leadership in the category of service and
advocacy. Marta was born in rural Cuba and immigrated to New
Jersey when her nuclear family received political asylum in 1966.
Marta identifies as Cubalachian, Cuban by birth and Appalachian
by the Grace of God. She is a poet and member of the Afrilachian
Poets, she has performed at the Nuyorican Poets Café in NYC,
Natasha’s Bistro at at many other rallies and conferences. Locally
she was the featured poet at 21 C hotel, opening their Cuban
Art exhibit in their museum, in 2015 she participated in two local
poetry slams at The Kentucky Museum of Arts and Crafts and at
Sweet Peaches.

Carmel J. Person, MD

Dr. Person is employed by Norton Community Medical
Associates—Geriatrics where she serves as the Medical Director
for NCMA Geriatrics and House-calls program. In addition,
Dr Person serves as the Medical Director and the Attending
physician in multiple post-acute and long term care facilities, and
is PALTC board certified. She is the clinical project director for
the NHC Transitions in Continuum of Care program which serves
Louisville Senior's and their complex medical needs.

Faculty
Dr Person supervises the writing of evidence-based clinical
protocol and is the Principal investigator in the Retirement
Research Foundation grant recently awarded to the NHC TICC
program. She oversees program development and strategic
growth with community partner organizations that focus on
optimizing Geriatric quality of life. She has multiple Geriatric
publications and recently was named 2017 Louisville Top Docs
in Geriatrics.

Russ Read, MA, CARES

Russ Read is a Certified Addiction Recovery Empowerment
Specialist (CARES) as certified in the state of Georgia. He is
employed by a non-profit board of directors as Executive Director of
Beacon House Aftercare in Louisville, Kentucky, a transitional living
program for men in recovery from alcoholism and other addictions.
As a community-service advocate, he is one of three co-founders of
the Kentucky Harm Reduction Coalition, an organization dedicated
to reducing substance-abuse overdose incidents, overdose deaths,
and affiliated health risks of infections in the Kentucky and Southern
Indiana region. His purpose is to continue his work with men and
women struggling with alcohol and substance abuse, reducing
stigma and barriers to recovery and providing education, awareness
and treatment options to those seeking recovery for themselves,
family members and friends. Prior to this chapter in his life, Russ
enjoyed a 40 year career in television broadcast, production and
marketing in Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio, and at WAVE 3 in
Louisville, Kentucky. He is a two-time Emmy Award winner. He holds
degrees of a B.S. in communication degree from Xavier University
in Cincinnati, Ohio, and a Masters of Arts degree from Bellarmine
University, Louisville, Kentucky.

Chris Stewart, MD

Chris Stewart, MD, is an addiction psychiatrist with an extensive
background in a variety of addiction treatment settings. Before
joining Working Sobriety, he was the training director of an ACGMEaccredited addiction psychiatry training program at the University
of Louisville, where, along with his teaching and clinical duties, he
participated in research exploring the relationship between addiction,
psychological trauma, and neuroelectrophysiology of the brain. Dr.
Stewart is board certified in general psychiatry, addiction psychiatry,
addiction medicine, and psychosomatic medicine. His clinical work
integrates his training and expertise in looking specifically at the
intersection of trauma-related disorders and addiction. Dr. Stewart
is a Certified Group Psychotherapist (CGP) with the International
Board for Certification of Group Psychotherapists and provides both
individual, group, and intensive psychotherapy to patients seeking
outpatient treatment for addiction.

Scott Alan Teitelbaum, M.D

Dr. Scott Teitelbaum plays an integral part in the College of

Medicine at the University of Florida as he currently serves as the
Vice Chair of the Department of Psychiatry, Chief of the Division
of Addiction Medicine, Medical Director of the Florida Recovery
Center, Pottash Professor in Psychiatry and Neuroscience,
and University of Florida American Board of Addiction Medicine
(ABAM) Fellowship Director.
Originally trained and board certified as a pediatrician, Dr.
Teitelbaum entered an Addiction Medicine Fellowship, in 1997, at
the University of Florida. After which, he completed a fellowship
in Child Psychiatry and ultimately joined the faculty of both the
Department of Psychiatry and the Department of Pediatrics at
the University of Florida. Dr. Teitelbaum became the Medical
Director of the Florida Recovery Center in 2002, and since then
has evaluated and treated over 3,000 healthcare and other
professionals from all over the country, helping them on the path
to rehabilitation. Through his efforts, UF Health Florida Recovery
Center offers evidence-based addiction evaluation and treatment
which has been called the best in the United States by worldclass experts.
As the UF ABAM Fellowship Director, leading one of the
first ABAM accredited fellowships in the United States, Dr.
Teitelbaum has trained more addiction medicine fellows than
any other program in the US. UF Psychiatry and the UF Florida
Recovery Center are mandatory rotations for the College of
Medicine medical students and Dr. Teitelbaum has received the
Extemporary Teacher Award on numerous occasions for his role
in training the tomorrow’s physicians. In 2016, Dr. Teitelbaum
was awarded the Pottash Endowment, allowing for the creation of
a research initiative focused around Addiction Medicine and the
fight towards recovery. This endowment, along with the efforts
of the research team, helping physicians explore and treat the
disease of addiction.

Michael E. Townsend, MSSW

Mike Townsend serves as Recovery Kentucky Administrator
with the Kentucky Housing Corporation. He has worked for
the corporation for the past twelve years. Recovery Kentucky
is a statewide initiative to build and operate fourteen 100bed addiction recovery centers throughout Kentucky for men
and women needing long term substance abuse recovery
and housing support. The Recovery Kentucky programs are
modeled after The Healing Place of Louisville and The Hope
Center of Lexington.
Prior to Mr. Townsend’s employment with the Kentucky
Housing Corporation, he served as State Director for the
Division of Substance Abuse within the Cabinet for Health and
Family Services for 25 years.
He is a graduate of Centre College and graduate of the
University of Louisville Kent School of Social Work where he
received his Master’s of Science in Social Work.

Accreditation Statements

for captasa conference 2018
Kentucky Board of Medical Licensure

• This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the accreditation requirements and
		 policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint		
		 providership of the Kentucky Medical Association and CAPTASA. The Kentucky Medical Association is
		 accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians.
• The Kentucky Medical Association designates this live activity for a maximum of 9.75 AMA PRA		
		 Category 1 Credits™. Physicians should claim only the credit commensurate with the extent of		
		 their participation in the activity.
Kentucky Board of Dentistry

• This conference has been submitted for approval by the Kentucky Board of Dentistry for 13 hours of
		 Category B continuing education credits.
• Credit Designation - Number of CE Points: 13 Category B
• Approved for KASPER requirement CE
Kentucky Board of Nursing

• KBN approved nursing continuing education contact hours will be awarded for each date of attendance at
		 this conference. (1/26/18 Day 1 offering #01-2018 = 8.8 contact hours and 1/27/18 Day 2 offering #02-		
2018 = 6.2 contact hours). To receive CE Certificates for the CAPTASA Annual Conference each attendee
		will be required to complete an evaluation for each day of conference attendance. Each attendee will be
		 emailed web-links to the Kentucky Board of Nursing CAPTASA Annual Conference Evaluation(s) and must
complete and submit the evaluation(s) by no later than Monday February 26, 2018. CE certificates will be
		 emailed within 72 hours upon receipt of a completed survey evaluation. You must sign-in for each day of
		 the conference and provide a valid e-mail address upon sign-in.
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy

• This conference has been submitted for approval by the Kentucky Board of Pharmacy for seven (7) hours on
		 Friday and six (6) hours on Saturday for a total of 13 hours of continuing education. Note: this approval is for
		 CE hours in Kentucky only – it has not been submitted for ACPE approval.
Kentucky Board of Examiners of Psychology

• CAPTASA has requested from the Kentucky Board of Examiners of Psychology to provide up to 10.4 CE
		 credits for professionals licensed by the Board and not for students.
Kentucky Board of Social Work

• This conference has been submitted to the Kentucky Board of Social Work for approval. A maximum of
		 13 CEU's have been requested for attendance at the entire conference through the Kentucky Board of
		Social Work.
Kentucky State Board of Licensed Marriage and Family Therapists

• This conference is planned and implemented in accordance with the requirements of the Kentucky State 		
		 Board of Licensed Marriage and Family Therapists. Approval for CEU’s may be requested by submitting this
		 brochure to the Kentucky State Board of Licensed Marriage and Family Therapists.
Kentucky Board of Alcohol and Drug Counselors (LCADC and CADC)

• Contact hours will be awarded.

Licensed Professional Counselors

• Contact hours will be awarded.

Physical Therapy

• This conference has been submitted for approval to the Kentucky Physical Therapy Association for 13
		 contact hours (Category 1) upon course completion.

Employee Assistant Professionals Association

• 13 contact hours have been submitted for approval by the Employee Assistance Certification Commission.

PLEASE SEE INDIVIDUAL DISCIPLINES FOR CE INSTRUCTIONS

Hotel Information
Conference Site & Accommodations

All conference sessions will be held at the Embassy Suites in Lexington. A special conference rate has been arranged for overnight
accommodations at the Embassy Suites. Please contact the hotel directly to make your hotel reservations prior to the cut-off
date. Be sure to mention the “Clinical Applications of Principles in Treatment of Addictions and Substance Abuse” (CAPTASA)
Conference to ensure that you receive the conference rate.
Room Rates - $134.95 double or king
Cut-off Date - January 12, 2018
To make hotel reservations attendees may either call the hotel directly at the number listed below or by online registration via the
link provided below:
http://embassysuites.hilton.com/en/es/groups/personalized/L/LEXESES-CAT-20180121/index.jhtml?WT.mcid=POG
Group Name: CAPTASA 2018
Group Code: CAT
Hotel Name: Embassy Suites Lexington
Hotel Address: 1801 Newtown Pike Lexington, Kentucky 40511
Phone Number: 859-455-5000
For Additional Information
David Thomas,
Conference Coordinator
P.O. Box 6663, Louisville, KY 40206
Phone: (502) 595-8059 FAX: (502) 425-6871
Email: david@captasa.org Website: www.captasa.org

CAPTASA Conference

January 26-27, 2018 Embassy Suites- Lexington, KY
Registration Form
First______________________________________________ MI_______ Last______________________________________
Profession/Credentials_ ________________________________________________________________________________
Name for Nametag_ ___________________________________________________________________________________
Institution/Organization_________________________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address_______________________________________________________________________________________
City_ ________________________________________________ State______ Zip___________________________________
Phone_ ______________________________________________ Fax____________________________________________
Email_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Please list any special needs you may have (dietary, etc.): _____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
PAYMENT INFORMATION
• Personal or institutional check made payable to: CAPTASA Conference
• Cost of Banquet NOT included in registration fee.
• No one day, group rate or scholarships
NO REFUNDS AFTER JANUARY 15, 2018
$200 Early Registration Fee (postmarked by Jan. 6, 2018)

$__________

$225 Regular Registration Fee (postmarked after Jan. 6, 2018)
$__________
No registrations accepted if postmarked after Jan. 18, 2018. You will need to register at the door.
_______ I plan to attend the banquet Friday night (cost $35)

$__________

Guest Banquet Ticket(s): # Tickets ______ x $35 per ticket =

$__________

Handouts @ $35 per set: # Sets _______ x $35 per set =
$__________
MUST PRE-ORDER BY JANUARY 18 - NOT AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE AT CONFERENCE
Handouts will be available online @ CAPTASA.org for no charge
Total Amount Enclosed:
Mail to: CAPTASA Conference
		
P.O. Box 6663
		
Louisville, KY 40206
Or Email: david@captasa.org

$__________

Supporting & Planning
Organizations
Kentucky Physicians Health Foundation
Kentucky Professionals Recovery Network
Kentucky Dental Association Medicine
K.A.R.E. for Nurses Program, Kentucky Board of Nursing
Kentucky Association of Addiction Professionals
Kentucky Chapter of Employee Assistance Professionals
Association
Kentucky Psychological Association
Kentucky Board of Social Workers

Special Support From
Kentucky Medical Association
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy
Kentucky Society of Health Systems Pharmacists

is

CAPTASA
staying GREEN!

What this means for participants: We will
no longer be making copies of presentation
handouts for each conference attendee. All
presentations will be available at our website
www.captasa.org one week prior to the
conference so that you may download and
print your own copies. This will save greatly on
paper, which means fewer trees will be killed!
It will also allow us to avoid an increase in
registration fees. For those participants who
prefer handouts be provided for them there
will be an additional charge of $35 per set.
We hope you support us in this endeavor to
do our little part to save the environment. We
look forward to seeing you in January 2016!

2018 CAPTASA Conference Exhibitors
AT TIME OF PRINTING

AA
Alanon
The Bridge to Recovery
Burning Tree
Centerstone
Cirque Lodge
Cornerstone
Cumberland Heights
English Mountain
The Farley Center
Food Addicts
FSSolutions
Journey Pure Ky
Kentucky Cabinet for Health and Family Services
(KASPER)
Lakeview Health
Landmark

Linder Center of Hope
Marr
MedPro Billing and Consulting
Menninger Clinic
Morton Center
New Visions
Our Lady of Peace
Pine Grove
Recovery Ways
The Refuge
The Ridge
Rivendell Behavioral Health Hospital
St. Elizabeth
Solution: Your Guide to Kentucky Mental Health
Stepworks
Timberline Knolls
UF Health Florida Recovery Center
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